Bridge Primer #1 – Part C
Teach Your Friends and Family to Play Bridge with Simple Steps
Based on Lesson 1 from website: ATeacherFirst.com
Part A focused on Opening 1 of a Suit and finding an 8-card fit in a major.
The first goal when bidding is to find an 8-card fit in a major suit.
Part B Focus: Opening 1 of a Suit; Opening in a minor suit; Bidding NT when there is no 8-card fit in any
suit; playing in a NT contract. The 2nd goal when bidding is to find a No Trump contract if an 8-card fit in
a major cannot be found and your hand is relatively balanced.
Part C will focus on supporting your partner in a minor suit when you have found an 8-card fit. This is the
least desirable option of the three, but when a major suit fit is not found and hands are unbalanced, it is
sometimes the best option.
Reminder to the Coach: Adjust the explanations to suit your group. Use repetition as much as required.
At this point, after having bid and played Part A and B games, players should have learned some
important concepts. More will be added, slowly. These games build on the other games.
The coach needs to be careful not to complicate the bidding or the playing by giving too much detail in
the explanations. Sometimes it’s best just to say to your group: “That’s all you need to know for now.
You will learn much more as we go along.”
The coach sets up the hands for each game or can get his/her group to assist. The Dealer changes with
each game, in rotation: North, East, South, West. The “auction” starts with the dealer who will bid or
pass. Do not be concerned about vulnerability at this stage — just ignore that for now if the question
comes up.
These games are set up with the Opener and Responder both having minimum-range hands.
The players should know these point ranges:
Opener’s Hand: Minimum with 12-15 pts.
Responder’s Hand: Minimum with 6-9 pts.
Coach, start to emphasize these points when bidding now, adding a little bit more information as we go
along:
With two minimum-range hands in the partnership, we try not to go too high in the bidding. The higher
you bid, the more tricks you must take. With a minimum hand from Opener and a minimum hand from
Responder, the bidding should not go any higher than the 2 or 3 level.
Remind the players that they need to take 8 tricks to make a contract at the 2 level.
They need to take 9 tricks to make the contract at the 3 level.
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Game #1
The Coach should set up the hands as shown in the
diagram on the right. The Dealer is North and is the
first to bid or pass. North will pass because he does
not have 12+ pts. East is next and has 12+ pts so will
open the bidding.
Coach asks: Do you have a 5-card major, East? (no)
Therefore, you should open with a minor suit (1♦ or
1♣).
Rules for Opening in a Minor Suit:
1. Open with the minor suit which has the most
cards (the longest minor).
2. If the minor suits are the same length, open with the highest-ranking minor (1♦). If you have 4 of
each minor, open 1♦. The diamond symbol has 4 pts, so use that to help your memory.
3. If you have exactly 3 cards in both minor suits, open 1♣. Use the 3 leafs of the clover to help you
remember that rule.
The following information (between the asterisks ***) was covered in Primer 1B, but could be worth
repeating. The coach should use his/her judgment about how much of it to repeat and how often.
*** This is the message you are sending when you open in a minor suit:
“I have 12+ points, I do not have 5 or more cards in a major suit, and I have at least 3 cards in the minor
suit bid.” You are not saying anything about where the high cards are in your hand. Responder can
expect 3 or more cards in the minor suit, but the most important message about the shape is that the
Opener does not have a 5-card major.
You are describing the shape of your hand. Your partner will know that you do not have a 5-card major
suit, because you did not open in a major (but you could have a 4-card major suit). Your partner will
know you have at least 3 cards in the minor suit when you open with 1♣ or 1♦, but does not know
exactly how many cards you have in that suit. Your partner knows you have 12+ pts but does not know
which suit has any high cards. You are bidding based on the length in the suit you bid, not the strength of
the suit you bid. Rule for opening bids: “Bid on length, not strength.”
You cannot tell your partner everything about your hand in one bid. Sometimes it takes a few bids to do
that. Together you are trying to find an 8-card fit in a major suit as your #1 goal and you can do this by
the process of elimination. For example, when your partner opens with 1♦ or 1♣, you know immediately
that your partner does not have a 5-card major suit. Once you realize that, together, you do not have an
8-card fit in a major suit, you start to look at your #2 goal which is to bid No Trump.
If you know with certainty that you have an 8-card fit in a minor suit, this may be a better contract than
No Trump, especially when you have one or two short suits with no stoppers. These games focus on this
option – finding a fit in a minor suit contract. ***
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Now, back to East, who has enough pts to open the bidding.
East: You have no 5-card major; therefore, you will open in a minor. Which of your minors is longer?
(diamonds) This time, it seems obvious which suit East should open with; however, always remember
that we open to show length, not strength. South’s opening bid will be 1♦. South will pass.
West, how many pts do you have? (9) When you have 6 points or more, you should respond to your
partner’s opening bid. Therefore, you will bid.
West, what is your first goal when bidding? (To find an 8-card fit in a major suit)
How many cards does your partner have in a major suit? (West might say he doesn’t know. He should
know that East does not have 5 cards in a major, but East could have 4 in a major.)
West, since your partner could have 4 in a major, and you have 4 in a major, you will bid your 4-card
major to find this out. West, bid 1♠.
North will pass. Now, back to East.
East, do you have 4 cards in a major? (No)
With 5 cards in a minor and no support shown in that suit from Partner, you can bid it again to show 5
cards instead of just 3 which your promised when you opened with 1♦. East should bid 2♦.
West, can you find an 8-card fit in a major, your first goal when bidding? (No, that possibility has now
been eliminated) Now, you should be looking for the 2nd goal, finding a NT contract.
With no bids in hearts, it may be best to settle on a minor suit contract when one or more suits are
short. Since East has now promised at least 5 diamonds, West knows there is an 8-card fit in diamonds.
West, with just the minimum responding hand, you should pass. You have found your longest suit and
with 8 cards together in diamonds, that’s a good contract to be in. (This explanation is simple enough for
now.)
All pass. What is the final contract? 2♦ by East
Who is on lead? South
South, which is your longest, strongest unbid suit? (hearts)
Then, lead the 4th highest card from your heart suit. (♥2)
West places the dummy hand on the table.
East, you should analyse your hand together with the dummy hand to decide on a strategy.
How many tricks do you need to take to make your contract? (8)
(Reasoning: 2 level contracts require 8 tricks to make – add 2 + 6 = 8 tricks)
Soon, you will get to know the number of tricks required almost automatically and you will not have to
think about it too much. East should count losers: 1 heart, 1 club, and 2 or 3 spades.
Always count trump! You need to know how many trump are in the opponents’ hands. Since you have 8
together with the dummy, they have 5. Sometimes it’s easier to keep the number 5 in your head and
count down from it, as you pull trump from the opponents.
East, take the trick with the ♥Ace. Then play your high trump cards until you know the opponents have
none left. (You will need to pull trump 3 times. As you pull trump, the first time the opponents played 1
each = 2, so 5 minus 2 = 3 trump remaining; pull again; 2 more were pulled, now there is just 1 left; pull
trump the 3rd time to take them all.)
East, you should see the finesse possibility in clubs. Play a low club from your hand towards the dummy.
Play the ♣Ace only if the ♣King appears from South’s hand. If South plays the ♣King, then take it with the
♣Ace. If South does not play the ♣King, then play the ♣Queen. This time the finesse works. It will be
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successful only 50% of the time (half the time) so do not be too disappointed when it does not work out
to your advantage. Take the 2nd club trick and then “ruff” a low club with a trump card.
Continue playing the hand. Ideally, East should be able to take 10 tricks, but as long as East makes the
contract (takes 8 tricks), that is good enough for now.
Game #2
East is the dealer. East passes. South passes.
West has enough pts to open.
West, do you have a 5-card major? (No)
Therefore, you will open in a minor.
Which is your longest minor suit? (West’s minor suits
are the same length, 3-3)
With exactly 3-3 in the minors, open 1♣.
Use the 3 clover leafs to help remember this rule.
North will pass.
East, do you have enough pts to respond? (Yes)
Do you have a 4-card major to bid? (No)
East should conclude that finding an 8-card fit in a
major is not possible, so then the next option is NT or a minor suit contract.
Here’s some more information to help with the bidding:
Rule for Major Suits: When your partner opens in a major suit, you can support your partner with three
or more cards in that same suit. You have found your 8-card fit. When your partner opens in a major suit,
s/he has promised 5 cards in that suit. Therefore, you can support the suit with 3 cards. This should make
sense to you by now. Both of you, or either one of you, may have more cards than the minimum of 5 to
open, or 3 to respond. You must use the lowest possible number as your guideline. If you have more
than 8 cards in a suit together, that’s even better.
Rule for Minor Suits: When your partner opens in a minor suit, you can support your partner with five or
more cards in that same suit. You have found your 8-card fit. When your partner opens in a minor suit,
s/he has promised at least 3 cards in that suit. Therefore, you should have at least 5 cards in the same
minor suit to support your partner. Again, you must use the lowest number possible as your guideline.
Summary:
Major suits (♠ and ♥): You need 5 cards or more to open the bidding with a major; you need 3 cards or
more to support (show support by bidding the same suit at the next highest level).
E.g., 1♠ by Opener; 2♠ by Responder; 1♥ by Opener; 2♥ by Responder
Minor suits (♦ and ♣): You need 3 cards or more to open; you need 5 cards or more to support.
E.g., 1♦ by Opener; 2♦ by Responder; 1♣ by Opener; 2♣ by Responder.
East has 5 clubs, so can support his/her partner who has shown at least 3 clubs by opening 1♣.
East’s bid is 2♣.
All pass. What is the contract? 2♣ by West
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Who is on lead? (North)
North, you have three unbid suits. The longest and strongest suit is hearts. It is not a good idea to lead
“away from” a suit with an unsupported Ace (an Ace with no King), so let’s avoid that for now.
Lead the 4th highest spade, the ♠2. Another possible lead is the ♦Queen (top of touching honors) but that
suit is not as strong as the hearts and spades.
West, now it’s time to decide on a strategy. First, count your trump and make sure you keep track of
how many are still out in the opponents’ hands. You have 8, so they have 5. If they split evenly, you will
need to pull trump 3 times.
Play and low spade from dummy and take the first trick with the ♠Ace or the ♠10, depending on which
card is played from South.
Notice the club suit. You have two choices on how to do this finesse. Do it this way. Play the ♣8 (low)
towards the ♣Ace. Then play a low club toward the ♣King/♣Jack. Play the ♣King if the ♣Queen appears
from South; play the ♣Jack if it does not. Take a chance that the ♣Queen is in South’s hand. The finesse
will work this time.
Play out the hand. West should be able to take 8 or 9 tricks and make the contract.
Game #3:
Coach can ask questions to illicit answers from
the players similar to what has been done so far.
Alternatively, the coach can let them bid and
intercede only when there are difficulties. By
now, the players should be able to reason it out
on their own, for most of it.
Explanations should be getting shorter by now.
South is the dealer. He has no 5-card major so
will open with a minor suit.
South has more diamonds than clubs so will
open 1♦. (East and West will pass.)
North does not have a 4-card major to bid.
(Consider that option first.)
North has 5 diamonds, so together with South, knows they have at least 8 diamonds together.
North has 6 pts or more so will respond.
North’s bid is 2♦.
All pass. Contract is 2♦ by South. South needs to take 8 tricks to make the contract. West is on lead. His
longest, strongest suit is hearts and he has touching honors, so he should lead the ♥Queen.
South should take the trick with the ♥Ace. Next, pull trump. Always count trump and know when the
opponents have no more. Do not pull trump more times than necessary. You would like to keep the
extra trump to take more tricks later. Here’s something to notice: Between the two hands (South’s and
dummy’s), there are touching numbers (7, 8, 9, 10, Jack) in diamonds distributed between. When they
are touching, they are said to be equal. Lead the ♦8 and if the card played from West is not higher, play
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the ♦2 from dummy’s hand. The 8 is equal to the Jack, 9, and 7 in the dummy hand, so there is no reason
to play a higher card from dummy to force out a higher card from East.
East will take the trick. Usually, East should lead back the suit his partner first led, but East can see the
void in dummy’s hand which means North will ruff (take it with a trump card), so East should lead a
different suit. If East cannot take a guaranteed trick, s/he should try to lead a suit where West might
have a chance to take a trick. The only suit that could be is clubs. East should lead a small club and the
trick will be taken by West’s ♣Ace.
When South gets another trick, he should pull the remaining trump from the opponents. South might be
able to take 9 tricks, but as long as he makes the contract, that’s good enough for now.
Game #4:
West is the dealer. For this game, East and West will
pass throughout.
North has enough pts to open, he does not have a 5-card
major, so will open with a minor. Diamonds are
obviously longer than clubs, so his opening bid is 1♦.
South does not have a fit with North in diamonds. Often,
when the Opener bids 1♦, he has 4 of them, but it
cannot be guaranteed. Sometimes he will have just 3
cards in diamonds to open 1♦.
South does not have a 4-card major, so South’s bid
should be 1NT. As a responding bid to 1 of a suit, 1NT
shows 6-9 pts and no 4-card major.
North should bid 2♦. When he rebids his diamonds without support shown from his partner, he must
have 5 diamonds to do that. His hand is unbalanced because of the singleton ♣Ace, so it is often better
to be in a suit contract, rather than NT.
South has a sure fit with diamonds now and he has 4 of them which makes 9 trump together, so South
might want to bid 3♦ to show North that he now has support, good support! (Note: North may be able to
make 5♦, but it is fine to leave the bidding lower than that, for now. Getting to the best suit contract is
the most important goal for now and bidding to game level will be emphasized later.)
The contract is 3♦ by North. East is on lead. East’s longest, strongest suit is clubs. East has touching
honors, so should lead the top of touching honors, the ♣King. North must take the trick with the ♣Ace,
which would be a good idea anyway. It is usually a good idea to take the first trick and pull trump as soon
as possible. This time, North will notice he has 9 trump in total. So, there are only 4 out. Always keep
track of how many trump the opponents still have. This is one of the memory challenges of bridge.
North must take 9 tricks to make the contract. Try the diamond finesse: Lead the ♦Jack toward the ♦Ace
and play the ♦Ace only if the ♦King or ♦Queen is played from East’s hand. Since the ♦King and ♦Queen
are split between East and West hands, North will lose one trump trick; there’s nothing he can do about
that.
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West will take one more trick with the ♠Ace. North should be able to take 11 tricks. He will be pleased
about that. Not only did he make the contract, but he made two overtricks, too.
Game #5:
North is the dealer. (East and West will pass
throughout this game.) North has opening points so
will bid. He does not have a 5-card major, so will
open in a minor suit. He has more diamonds than
clubs so will open 1♦.
The Coach should explain why it is important for
North to open 1♦, even with such a weak suit.
Emphasize again that you bid on length, not strength.
Your bidding shows the shape of your hand; it does
not show which suit has the high cards. Overall, there
are enough pts to open the bidding.
Refer once again to the message an opening bid of 1 of a minor sends to your partner: “I have 12+
points, I do not have 5 or more cards in a major suit, and I have at least 3 cards in the minor suit bid.”
South has enough points to respond. South does not have a 4-card major, so finding an 8-card fit in a
major suit will not be possible. He might as well quit searching for that now. South has 5-card support for
North’s promised 3 cards in diamonds, so South’s bid will be 2♦. North will pass and leave it there,
though he does know that, together, they have at least 9 trump which is even better than 8 trump!
All pass now. The final contract is 2♦ by North. How many tricks must North take to make the contract?
(8 tricks)
East is on lead. His longest, strongest suit is clubs but he has an unsupported ♣Ace (no King). If he leads
from clubs, he should lead the ♣Ace. Do not underlead an unsupported Ace when competing against a
trump contract. It’s okay when competing against a No-Trump contract. Why? If the opponents have a
King singleton, the King will take the trick and they will ruff your Ace later when you play it. Your one
chance for taking a trick with the Ace is gone. This is usually a cause for disappointment for you and glee
for the opponents, though there should be no expressions of triumph at the bridge table.
The Ace will take the trick. East can see that the ♣King is not in the dummy’s hand, so perhaps his
partner has it. East should play a low club. West will take it. West might play another club, in case East
has the ♣Queen. North will take the trick.
North should now try a finesse in diamonds. Lead a low diamond towards the ♦Ace/♦Queen and play the
♦Queen, unless East plays the ♦King, then overtake it with the ♦Ace. If East does not play the King and
the Queen takes the trick, North knows which hand holds the ♦King. North must get back to his hand and
try the finesse again. He should do this even if the ♦King is played as East could also have the ♦Jack. The
finesse will work very nicely. North will take both diamond tricks and will not need to play diamonds
again to pull trump because the opponents are out of trump. North has been counting, so he knows this.
Always count trump!
Let the hands play out. North should be able to take 10 tricks.
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Game #6:
East is the dealer and will pass. South has enough
points to open, he does not have a 5-card major, so he
will open in a minor suit. Clubs are longer than
diamonds so his opening bid should be 1♣.
South is telling his partner he has at least 3 clubs, he
has opening points (12+) and he does not have a 5card major suit.
(East and West will pass throughout the game.)
North has 9 pts which is enough to respond to his
partner. He has a 4-card major, two of them, in fact.
Guideline: When responding to your partner’s opening bid of a minor suit, with 4 cards in both majors,
bid the lower-ranking one first. Hearts is ranked lower than spades.
North’s bid is 1♥. When bidding 1♥, he is not denying having 4 spades. If he bid 1♠, he would be denying
having 4 hearts. This is how you communicate to your partner to find an 8-card fit. If he bid 1NT, he is
denying having a 4-card major in both hearts and spades.
South knows more information now. There is no 8-card fit in hearts. There is no 8-card fit in spades, even
if North had 4 of them, which he has not denied. Diamonds are a weak suit. His best bid is to repeat his
clubs, showing at least 5 clubs. (You must have 3 to open the bidding with clubs; you must have 5 to
rebid a minor with no support from partner.)
North knows there is an 8-card fit in clubs, so he will pass. He has just a minimum hand.
The contract is 2♣ by South. South must take 8 tricks to make the contract.
West is on lead. His longest, strongest suit is hearts, but it was bid by the opponents. His next best suit is
diamonds, so play the ♦Ace. West can see the weakness in dummy’s hand so keep playing diamonds.
E/W will get 3 diamond tricks to start. East might not want to play a 4 th diamond as it is obvious it will be
ruffed.
Let the hand play out. South should be able to take 8 tricks and make the contract.
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Game #7:
South is the dealer and will pass. (South and North will
pass throughout this game.)
West has opening pts and will bid something. He does
not have a 5-card major, so he will open in a minor suit.
He has exactly 3 of each minor, so will open 1♣.
Remember the 3 leafs on a clover, so with 3-3 in the
minors, open 1 club. The diamond suit is stronger, but
we open our bidding based on “length, not strength.”
Coach: If the players find this rule difficult, assure them
that it works most of the time. There is still a possibility that East has 4 or more spades and can bid them.
Opening 1 of a minor is not bragging about your minor suit. It’s just a start for the bidding, to show your
partner that you have 12+ pts, you have at least 3 cards in the minor and you do not have a 5-card major.
East does not have a 4-card major to bid. East will bid 2♣ to support his partner in clubs. He knows West
has at least 3 clubs, so with his 5 clubs, they have found an 8-card fit.
The contract is 2♣ by West. West must take 8 tricks to make the contract.
North is on lead. His best suit is hearts, but it is not usually a good idea to lead away from an
unsupported King. Lead the ♠4, low from a 3-card suit promising an honor card. The ♠Ace or ♠King will
take the trick.
West should pull trump so he needs to get the ♣Ace out. If South does not play the ♣Ace on the first
round, then West should play another club again. It will not help South to hold back the ♣Ace. West
should be counting trump, as always. He will soon realize he must pull trump 3 times to take them all
from the opponents’ hands. When South takes the trump trick, he should lead a spade back to his
partner since that’s the suit North started with.
Guideline: Lead back the suit your partner led, unless you have a good reason not to.
Let the hands play out. West should be able to take 8 tricks and make the contract.
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Game #8:
West is the dealer and has enough pts to open the
bidding. West does not have a 5-card major so will
open with a minor suit. Clubs are longer than
diamonds so his bid will be 1♣.
North and South will pass throughout this game.
East has 6+ pts, enough to respond to West. East does
not have a 4-card major. East does not have a fit (5card support) for West’s opening bid of clubs.
However, East has 5 diamonds and can still bid this at
the 1 level.
East’s bid is 1♦.
Rule: A change of suit in the first round is forcing.
West must bid again. East is showing at least 4 diamonds, probably 5 diamonds. West can now support
East’s diamonds. West’s bid is 2♦.
All will pass. East can bid 3♦ to show more than a minimum hand of 6-9 pts, but he can also pass.
The contract is 2♦ or 3♦ by East.
South is on lead. He has two strong, unbid suits, hearts and spades. The spades are longer but the hearts
are stronger. South should lead either the ♠Jack (top of a sequence of cards Jack/Ten/9) or ♥6 (4th
highest from four or more cards in a suit). Coach, let South choose which card to lead. If he leads the
♠Jack, East will take the first trick with the ♠Ace in dummy. If he leads the ♥6, North should play the
♥Ace and lead his partner a small heart.
Play out the hand. East should be able to take more than 9 tricks and may make a slam (taking 12 tricks).
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